Trends in Bragg Grating Technology for Optical Fiber Sensor Applications
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Abstract. Fiber Bragg gratings have found widespread and successful applications in optical sensor systems, e.g. for temperature, strain or refractive index measurements. Such sensor elements are fiber integrated, are applicable under harsh environmental conditions, and can be easily multiplexed. In order to further extend the field of applications, there is a great interest in specifically adapted Bragg gratings, in Bragg grating structures with increased stability, or in the use of special fiber types for grating inscription. The paper discusses such specific concepts for grating inscription, covers novel aspects of fiber gratings in small diameter fibers or in fiber tapers, of gratings in pure silica fibers without UV sensitivity, of grating inscription in different microstructured fibers or photonic crystal fibers, and investigates the concept of femtosecond inscription and the extension of the Bragg reflection wavelengths down to the visible range.

Introduction

Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) have become standard elements in the development of new types of fiber-optical sensors and sensor systems [1-2]. Standard techniques for making such fiber Bragg gratings are the phase mask recording technique and the interferometric recording technique. Such gratings have been developed also for use in harsh environments like high temperatures [3]. Multiple gratings are of specific interest in sensor systems in order to allow quasi-distributed sensing and for achieving sensor multiplexing. So-called draw tower gratings, which are recorded by single pulses during the fiber drawing process, have been developed especially for this purpose [4-7]. These examples show the need for specific developments adapted to the needs of fiber sensor applications. Further special developments should therefore extend the capabilities to apply fiber Bragg gratings for additional sensing applications. Below we will discuss such developments for improved and extended sensor applications such as:

- FBGs in small diameter fibers;
- FBGs in fiber tapers;
- FBGs for short wavelengths;
- FBGs in microstructured fibers.

Fiber Bragg Gratings in Small Diameter Fibers

Due to their small diameters, optical fibers are attractive sensor elements to be embedded in structural materials. Examples are fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites. By embedding sensors such as fiber Bragg gratings into the material it becomes possible to monitor the structural behaviour during production and/or operation. For such applications one should avoid any disturbance of the composite structure by the sensor element. Therefore, smaller diameters of optical fibers than those typically used in communication applications are desirable. Special fibers for this purpose have been fabricated with fiber diameters of 80 µm for grating inscription during the fiber drawing process. It has been shown that even for such small diameter fibers efficient
gratings can be achieved that show similar properties compared to gratings in conventionally sized fibers with a diameter of 125 µm [8].

**Fiber Bragg Gratings in Fiber tapers**

The interaction of the guided light in an FBG with the surrounding material can be used for a refractive sensor. In a more complex setup with metallized fibers also the effect of generating plasmonic waves can modify the reflection properties for FBGs in a sensitive way. Such effects require, however, an efficient overlapping of the guided light with the surrounding analyte. For this purpose, fibers with a small core diameter are needed with a reasonable extension of the evanescent wave in the medium to be measured. One possible approach is the use of side-polished fibers. In this case, good overlapping of the guided light is obtained only in one direction, which is a limiting factor for the achievable sensitivity. Optimized sensitivity can therefore be expected for tapered fiber structures with extremely small fiber cores. Typical techniques for making fiber tapers are drawing or etching technologies.

The concept for a tapered sensor probe is shown in Fig. 1. In the short, tapered fiber end, a fiber Bragg grating structure is inscribed. Additional layers of metal and high-refractive-index tantalum pentoxide can be applied to achieve increased field amplitudes at the core boundary and to shift the surface plasmon resonance to smaller refractive index values of the surrounding medium (adapted to the refractive index of water). This FBG is combined with a second FBG in the conventional part of the fiber for temperature measurements and temperature compensation. This FBG sensor element can be used as a refractive sensor, where the refractive index value can be modified e.g. by specific biological binding reactions. Specific sensor elements have been made by an etching process achieving sensor tip diameters of a few micrometers and down to submicrometer dimensions. A result from a sensor probe with a diameter of 3 µm is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Concept of an etched fiber taper with FBGs (top), shift of the FBG reflection wavelength with refractive index of a surrounding analyte (right)](image)

In a similar way it is possible to use tapers made by a taper drawing process (Fig. 2). For Ge-doped fiber cores, the diameter of the UV-sensitive region is decreased during the tapering process. Therefore the possible reflectivities achieved by UV inscription are limited for such small tapers. Starting with a conventional fiber (125 µm outer diameter, 3.9 µm core diameter), taper diameters down to about 65µm enabled the production of fiber Bragg gratings with reflectivities of more than 30%. For tapers with smaller diameters, a femtosecond inscription technique proved to be more efficient than the UV inscription technique with nanosecond pulses. The strain properties of such fiber tapers are highly diameter-dependent with a proportionality of 1/r². These elements can therefore be used as sensitive force sensors down to a range of 1 µN.

**Fiber Bragg Gratings for Short Wavelengths**

The typical wavelengths for fiber grating applications lie in the near infrared region, corresponding to the wavelengths mostly used in waveguide optics. In order to cover new application fields, there is a growing interest to have available fiber Bragg gratings also for shorter wavelengths than those
of the communication window wavelengths, especially in the visible wavelength range. However, the fabrication of such gratings presents special challenges due to the requirement of very small grating periods in the range of a few 100 nm.

**Fiber Bragg Gratings for Short Wavelengths**

The typical wavelengths for fiber grating applications lie in the near infrared region corresponding to the mostly used wavelengths in waveguide optics. In order to cover new application fields, there is a growing interest to have available fiber Bragg gratings also for shorter wavelengths than the communication window wavelengths, especially in the visible wavelength range. However, the fabrication of such gratings presents special challenges due to the requirement of very small grating periods in the range of a few 100 nm.

We use a Talbot interferometer for inscribing Bragg gratings, where we can change the spatial frequency of the Bragg gratings by a variation of the angle $\delta_{FBG}$ of the interferometer mirrors. The Bragg wavelength $\lambda_B$ then is a function of the Bragg period $\Lambda_{FBG}$, the effective refractive index $n_{eff}$ in the fiber and the UV laser source wavelength $\lambda_{UV}$, according to:

$$\lambda_B = 2 \cdot n_{eff} \cdot \Lambda_{FBG} \cdot \frac{n_{eff} \cdot \lambda_{UV}}{\sin \delta_{FBG}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

By increasing the angle we have achieved to make FBGs down to a reflection wavelength of about 475 nm (Fig. 3) in a non-polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber. A reflectivity of about 80% with a spectral width smaller than 0.3 nm was obtained with an exposure time of 10 min. This wavelength value still does not represent the experimental limit of the setup, but was given by the available light source for observation (xenon light source with a band edge at 460 nm). A theoretical limit considering the recording wavelength used, the experimental setup and the increasing Fresnel reflections has been derived for a wavelength of about 360 nm.

The impressively high reflectivities, even for small fiber grating structures of about 200 nm, can be explained by the coupled wave theory. The required refractive index modulation of a grating is given by [10, 11]:

$$\Delta n_{AC} = \frac{\arctan h(\sqrt{R}) \cdot \lambda_B \cdot (\lambda_B^2 + \pi^2 d^2 NA^2)}{\pi^2 d^2 \Lambda_{FBG}^2 NA^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

For a constant grating length $l_{FBG}$ and a constant fiber diameter $d$, a reduced index modulation is still sufficient for good reflectivity. The mode overlap factor increases with shorter wavelengths. At the same time, also the number of grating periods increases within the constant grating length. Both factors are helpful to achieve good reflectivity values.
Microstructured fibers or Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs) with holey parts in the core and cladding regions offer new possibilities for modifying the transmission properties of optical fibers. Usually, such fibers do not require doping of the fiber core for achieving guiding properties. Therefore the question arises how to make FBGs in such fibers [9, 10, 11].

As an obvious way, it is possible to make such microstructured fibers with a specifically Ge-doped fiber core. In this case the doping would be not used for achieving guiding properties, but for obtaining a UV sensitivity. The holey structure may eventually cause reflections and scattering effects. Such effects could make the inscription of efficient gratings difficult. But experimental results show, that indeed high reflectivities can be achieved with conventional interferometric recording techniques.

If no UV-sensitivity is provided in the fiber core, then other techniques have to be used for writing FBGs. One option is the inscription with femtosecond laser pulses. We have therefore investigated the same microstructured fiber for FBG inscription with a femtosecond laser [11, 12]. Usually, such lasers are used in the near infrared wavelength region. In our case we have used femtosecond laser pulses at a wavelength of 262 nm in order to inscribe FBGs with high spatial resolution. At this wavelength, effects of the UV sensitivity also can be expected. As shown in Fig. 4 it is possible to achieve good reflection properties both without and with hydrogen loading. The 3dB-bandwidth is typically larger (about 0.4 nm) compared to gratings inscribed in Ge-doped cores with nanosecond excimer laser pulses.

![Fig. 3. FBG with short reflection wavelength in the visible range](image)

**Fig. 3. FBG with short reflection wavelength in the visible range**

**Fiber Bragg Gratings in Microstructured Fibers (Photonic Crystal Fibers)**

Microstructured fibers or Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs) with holey parts in the core and cladding regions offer new possibilities for modifying the transmission properties of optical fibers. Usually, such fibers do not require doping of the fiber core for achieving guiding properties. Therefore the question arises how to make FBGs in such fibers [9, 10, 11].

As an obvious way, it is possible to make such microstructured fibers with a specifically Ge-doped fiber core. In this case the doping would be not used for achieving guiding properties, but for obtaining a UV sensitivity. The holey structure may eventually cause reflections and scattering effects. Such effects could make the inscription of efficient gratings difficult. But experimental results show, that indeed high reflectivities can be achieved with conventional interferometric recording techniques.

If no UV-sensitivity is provided in the fiber core, then other techniques have to be used for writing FBGs. One option is the inscription with femtosecond laser pulses. We have therefore investigated the same microstructured fiber for FBG inscription with a femtosecond laser [11, 12]. Usually, such lasers are used in the near infrared wavelength region. In our case we have used femtosecond laser pulses at a wavelength of 262 nm in order to inscribe FBGs with high spatial resolution. At this wavelength, effects of the UV sensitivity also can be expected. As shown in Fig. 4 it is possible to achieve good reflection properties both without and with hydrogen loading. The 3dB-bandwidth is typically larger (about 0.4 nm) compared to gratings inscribed in Ge-doped cores with nanosecond excimer laser pulses.

![Fig. 4. FBG reflection spectra for gratings inscribed with femtosecond pulses in pure silica PCFs](image)

**Fig. 4. FBG reflection spectra for gratings inscribed with femtosecond pulses in pure silica PCFs**
Conclusions
Several techniques and concepts have been discussed which will allow to extend further the field of applications of FBGs. The great flexibility of such fiber-integrated sensor probes with regard to fiber types and dimensions underlines their growing potential in sensing applications. Additionally, such flexibility will be of interest for further applications in information technology or for fiber lasers.
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